Customer Success
Case Studies

HOLLYWOOD
OTT PLAYER
HAVING GLOBAL
PRESENCE

AT A GLANCE

Industry:Entertainment
Subscriber Base: +15Mn
Countries Handled:
India, Malaysia,
Philippines, Indonesia &
Sri Lanka

KEY RESULTS
Customer ratings across
platforms is above industry
benchmarks.
Stable product resulting
drastic dip in Churn rate,
improvement in %age of
customers dropping off in
free trial period, Customers
paying yearly upfront.
Revenue/ARPU
enhancement.

INTRODUCTION AND MAIN
SCOPE
Customer is Hollywood OTT platform with global
presence. Our engagement with them is on
Subscriber management (Process, Strategy and
Operational execution aspect) for Asia-Pac region.
Prime responsibilities:
Analytics, connecting various subsystems and
setting up Single Source of truth
(SSOT).
Handhold customer onboarding, Revenue, Churn
and ARPU enhancement.
Listen to customer conversations across social
channels and address grievances.
24x7 Helpdesk, provide L1 and L2 support with <
15 minutes response. Multilingual voice and non-voice support
Manage C-SAT , Content consumption related
surveys.
Drive with respective stakeholders for any
adverse VOC – Product front as well as
process front.
Work with development team to fix bugs reported
Defining and documenting processes

B2B SAAS

AT A GLANCE

Industry:No Code - B2B
SAAS
Subscriber Base: +100K
Countries Handled:
Global
KEY RESULTS
We are working as Client’s
extended team and
managing their entire
customer success function,
this engagement which
started as a 30 days POC is
now running successfully for
last two years. Client focuses
on product development, and
we focus on Operations and
Customer management part.
SSOT essential not only for
Client but for his subscribers
as well.
Close coordination with
subscribers resulting smooth
transition from free to paid
and from monthly paid to
yearly paid.

INTRODUCTION AND MAIN
SCOPE
Client is a US based company having Subscribers
across globe. Subscribers sign up for 15 days free
trial to their services, create customized website
and APP in less than few hours and start doing
business. Post that it is a subscription based. Our
engagement with them is on owning and managing
entire customer success vertical, prime
responsibilities:
Analytics -Single Source of truth (SSOT)
Onboarding of subscribers, guide them to set up
store front with banner and
logo, payment gateway, email, and SMS
notification gateway, guide them on
analytics module. Defining and writing processes
Monitor subscribers, especially during first 15
days free trial period and ensure no glitch’s as it
is only post 15 days successful evaluation period
does, he starts paying.
24x7 helpdesk, address grievances if any to
ensure he keeps paying.
Listen to subscriber’s voice and work with
product and development team on product
enhancement projects.

MEDIA &
ENTERTAINMENT

AT A GLANCE

Industry: Entertainment
Subscriber Base: +5Mn
Countries Handled:
India

INTRODUCTION AND MAIN
SCOPE

KEY RESULTS
We are working as Client’s
extended team and
managing their entire
customer success function,
this engagement which
started as a 30 days POC is
now running successfully for
last two years. Client focuses
on product development, and
we focus on Operations and
Customer management part.
SSOT essential not only for
Client but for his subscribers
as well.
Close coordination with
subscribers resulting smooth
transition from free to paid
and from monthly paid to
yearly paid.

Customer has Pan India presence in Cable TV and
Broadband. Our engagement with them is on
Subscriber management briefly covering Prime
responsibilities:
Analytics, connecting various subsystems and
setting up Single Source of truth (SSOT)
Entire life cycle management of subscribers and
work on digital transformation.
Handhold customer onboarding, Revenue and
improve ARPU
Listen to customer conversations across social
channels and address grievances.
Drive Collections across India through field
personnel
Introduction of Android APP for subscribers.
Development and rolling out APP for managing
Field Force

CONSUMER
APPLIANCES

AT A GLANCE

Industry: Consumer
Appliances
Customer Support
Countries Handled:
India
KEY RESULTS
Focussed efforts to track
comments and ensure that
they were closed in a
satisfactory manner
This was achieved by
following up with internal
stakeholders in close loop
with the customer.
Over a period of six weeks
ratings went up from 2.4 to
4.3 directly impacting sales
positively
Client won best Service
Provider award from the e
commerce platform

INTRODUCTION AND MAIN
SCOPE
Customer has Pan India presence in Consumer
Appliances and sells both offline & online.
Customer support for both offline & online sales
Client rating on e commerce platform was low
which resulted in poor word of mouth impacting
sales negatively
Mandate was to to take complete process
ownership, end to end to provide customer a
satisfactory resolution to their problems
Post resolution reach out to customer and seek
a positive review

VAS SERVICES

AT A GLANCE

Industry: Media &
Entertainment
VAS Services Provider
Countries Handled:
India
KEY RESULTS
Dashboards allowed the VAS
Service provider to track
progress across genres and
Pay TV operators
Focussed campaigns helped
increase penetration of their
services across platforms
Resource optimisation
leading to revenue
maximisation

INTRODUCTION AND MAIN
SCOPE
Customer is a leading VAS services provider to Pay
TV platforms. Offerings are across genres like,
movies, comedy shows, kids and religious content
The Customer wanted to increase the
penetration of their services in the subscriber
base of the different Pay TV operators
Develop omni channel communication startegy
Segmentation basis multiple parameters
including subscriber behaviour on the platform
Publish daily dashboards
Tweak the campaigns basis performance

TV SHOPPING

AT A GLANCE
Industry: TV Shopping
Channel
Process Optimisation &
Documetation
Countries Handled:
India

KEY RESULTS
All process gaps were
identified and necessary
course corrections helped
smoothen the workflow
Resulted in centralisation of
teams at a single location for
optimal coordination
Helped reduce customer
dissatisfaction due to optimal
work flows
Surplus manpower was
identified which resulted in
cost savings

INTRODUCTION AND MAIN
SCOPE
Customer is a leading TV Shopping Channel but did
not have well documented processes, as a result
were human dependant. This created friction in the
order workflow impacting customer satisfaction.
To capture all customer facing processes an
document them "As Is"
Conduct thorough analysis of all the processes
and identify gaps
Suggest optimisation and recommend "To Be"

MEDIA DISTRIBUTION

AT A GLANCE

Industry:Media &
Entertainment
Subscriber Base: New
Project
Countries Handled:
India

INTRODUCTION AND MAIN SCOPE
Client is a US based company about to launch Media asset distribution through a hybrid
model. Beta testing currently happening. Post that it is a subscription-based model. Our
engagement with them is on owning and managing entire market facing vertical, prime
responsibilities:
Working as an extended arm of client in India to manage entire operations.
Source content for the platform
CRM and Analytics suite development to manage all aspects of operation.
Management of Android app used by subscribers and Management of Applications
and database on Azure.
Development of FoS App to manage Field Engineers & Promoters
Monitor subscribers, 24x7 helpdesk.
Listen to subscriber’s voice and work with product and development team on product
enhancement projects.
Regulatory aspects

